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Short Description

Toni Bistreau Bistro Table TBIS by Fatboy

Description

Meet the Toni Bistreau Bistro Table (TBIS) by Fatboy. Versatile, modern style meets durable outdoor
construction. These rust-proof aluminum tables were created in collaboration with designer Erik Stehmann.
They offer a simple, customizable style that is guaranteed to last through all seasons for many years to come.
If you're looking for the perfect, low-maintenance patio tables for your backyard, restaurant or office, the
Toni collection is for you!

Includes

One (1) Toni Bistreau Bistro Table (TBIS)

Dimensions

Weight: 17.0 lbs.
30.0"H x 31.5"W x 31.3"L

Features

Powder-coated aluminum frames are lightweight, durable, and rust proof
Stackable design makes storage and transportation easy
Table has an umbrella hole, which can accommodate standard patio umbrellas with a pole diameter up
to 1.5"
Some assembly required

Warranty

Normal wear and tear is not included in this warranty. With a little bit of care, your Fatboy furniture will
outlive the warranty by many years.

Fatboy products carry a 6 month warranty against manufacturing defects.

Care and Maintenance
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Frame: Simply hose off or wipe down your frame to clean it! Avoid using harsh cleaners, brushes or power
washers, which could damage the finish.

Covers & Storage: To prolong the life of your furniture, we recommend using a protective cover. In areas with
harsh winter climate, store the cushions inside of a garage or shed, and cover the frames to prevent damage.

About the Manufacturer

For 20 years, Fatboy has delivered innovative, iconic and quality lifestyle products to fans all over the world.
Fatboy excels in thinking outside the box and continues to challenge the concept of what a lifestyle product
can be. Our luxurious fabrics integrate a sense of style and fashion that make Fatboy the heart of the space
that brings people together - a lovely mix of relaxation and character.

Additional Information

SKU TBIS

Brand Fatboy

Ships Out Estimate 1 - 2 Weeks

Residential Warranty 6 Months

Toni Bistreau Bistro Table TBIS by
Fatboy

was

$648.75 Special
Price

$519.00
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